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2023 Crossroads Rv Cameo CE4051BH $79
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Description 2023 CrossRoads RV Cameo CE4051BH, CrossRoads RV Cameo CE4051BH fifth
wheel highlights: Front Private Bedroom Loft Bath and a Half Dual Entry Doors
External Docking Station With dual entry doors, everyone can easily access this
fifth wheel! One of the entrances leads directly into the half bathroom attached to
the rear bedroom which has a tri-fold sofa slide and wardrobe below a 54" x 74"
loft bunk mat. The chef can prepare their best home cooked meals either indoors
with the Furrion kitchen collection and the kitchen island or at the outside kitchen
with a refrigerator and griddle. Enjoy your meals together at the dinette with two
chairs on one side and bench seating on the other side. The dual entry bathroom
has a 48" shower with a seat to freshen up in each morning and a dual sink vanity
for two to get ready at once, plus it enters into the front private bedroom. You will
feel right at home in the bedroom with the king bed slide across from the dresser
with a fireplace and 39" TV, and the front closet with a shoe shelf and an area
prepped to add an optional washer and dryer! Every element of your home has
been considered when creating these CrossRoads RV Cameo fifth wheels! From
the oversized pantries, master suites, and full size theater seats with heat and
massage to durable construction with the largest I-beam chassis in the industry.
They also have the industry's first front windshield, an aerodynamic profile, and a
full walk-on roof with an Alpha Ply II roof material. These modern fifth wheels
were created with the customer in mind which is why they have convenient
features like pass-through heated storage, spacious walk-in closets, an
AM/FM/Bluetooth sound bar, a 6-point hydraulic auto level, and a 2" receiving
hitch with 4-way plug. The Twice Is Nice package adds even more comforts like
dual fireplaces for cozy evenings inside, dual awnings to protect you rain or shine,
dual A/C units to keep you cool on those hot summer days, and dual wireless
charging stations so your electronics can be at 100%. Come find the right model
for you!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 0CC079
VIN Number: 4YDFCEV24P9310079
Condition: New
Length: 44
GVW: 16500
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5

Item address Inman, South Carolina, United States
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